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Introduction 
It is known that a topos can be equipped with <An i ternal language which allows 
one to do mathematics in the topos in much the same way one does mathematics 
with sets, with the restriction of not using choice and excluded middle, laws in 
general non valid in a topos. 
The questions which we are concerned with here, are. the following: 
1) What is the meaning (possible relevance for actual mathematics) of the 
mathematics in a topos with a natural number object when one specializes to 
Sh(X), the topos of sheaves over a topological space?* 
2) What external mathematical difficulties are mirrored internally in the non- 
validity of the excluded middle? 
Here we consider the particular field of complex analysis. We state and prove the 
Weierstrass division theorem for functions of one complex variable in an elemen- 
tary topos with natural number object. We then interpret this theorem in the topos 
of sheaves over an open set of @“-’ and we find that the exact meaning of the above 
mentioned theorem is the ordinary Weierstrass division theorem in n variables. 
From this example which gives a partial answer to our first question we get a 
reply to our second question. Namely, difficulties imposed by working with 
parameters are mirrored into the no longer classical but intuitionistic logic of the 
topos. 
We wish to express our thanks to A. Douady who suggested to us to focus our 
attention on Weierstrass division theorem as an interetsting example to consider to 
give an answer to our questions. 
This research is part of the author’s doctoral dissertation. * 
1. Complex analysis in an elementary topos with a natural nu 
Here we develop complex analysis in an elementary topos with natural number 
objl:ct I’V, using the internal logic of that topos. e suppose the reader familiar with 
*l“his question is also considered in (31. 
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the use of that logic and the construction of the real number object 08 of Dedekind 
cuts in the topos. A reader non familiar with these things can refer himself to [3] 
and 141. For this section we were inspired by Bishop’s work [l] on complex analysis 
but our context is different, in that we cannot use countable choice. Were we just 
state the right definitions for the topios context and the main theorems, some of 
them obtained after slight changes in Bishop’s proofs. 
Notation. In the topos language, if ‘p (xl, . . . x,) is a formula interpretable ,in 
XI x b l l x Xn we denote by 1 cp(xl,. . . X& ,... x,, )-_, X1 x l . . x Xn the subobject of 
XIX l *m X Xfi determined by rp_ 
We say that icp is val;a (I= cp) iff 
Our complex number qbject is @ = IQ x Iw equipped with the usual operations: Q= 
is then a complete me* nc space (i.e. closed under limits of Cauchy sequences). 
d= is a field in the s~.nse that l= 7 z E units(@)-+ z = 0. 
C is also an apartness field i.e. a ring with an apartness relation # (t= z # 0 iff 
C$I>O) where 0 # fi, and Cz # 0-z Eunits(Q=). 
Definitions. 
- U2-,C is open iff bVxE U 3rfR’ B(x,r)CU where W’= 
Ir>O/r~W andB(x,r)=Ilz-xl <rjz-+C. 
- A ~3 C is totally bounded iff: 
Hi& >o 3nEN 3f e A[“’ VzEA 3% n(z E Ev<i),~)) 
where [n]=(isnl++N. 
- B(a,r)=)Iz-aJG+-+C. 
- If U is open B(a, r) is well contained in U @(a, t)C C V) iff C3r’> I 
@(a, r’) C U). 
Definition. Let U be an open set of @ sod f : U--j @. f is continuous iff 
WaEU Vr>O(B(a,r)C CU-,V& >o 36>0 vz VZ 
(z,f’En(a.r)A(z-z’I<S-,If(z)-f(z’)1<&)). 
- Continuity is defined as uniform continuity on each closed sphere 
B(a, r) C C E/‘. 
- In the same way holomorphy is defined as uniform differentiability 
on each closed B (a, r) C C U. 
- We remark that if y : -+ R is a di erentiable path such that: 
C C U) and f : U-, 6: is continuous, then 
f is uniformly continuous on r([kl, b]), so we can define: 
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This justifies why we choose this definition of continuity for we want to be able to 
use the tool of the integral. 
Definition. f : U --) @ is analytic iff JYfdz = 0 for any triangular path y whose 
interior is included in U. 
Theorem. f is hofomorphic iff it is analytic. 
Proof. Our proof that if f is holomorphic, then it is analytic is s!ight!y different from 
Bishop’s proof which uses countable choice. WC, replace that argument by using 
uniform continuity of f on the interior of any triangular path in U. 
We can define the winding number of a path with respect to to by 
O(y, z,) = j$ 
I 
(z - zo)-‘dz. 
Y 
We can define the homotopy of two paths zs in the r;lassical case. 
Theorem. (Cauchy integral formula). Let f be a holomorphic ftrnction on an open set 
U. Then Vzo E W and tl y closed path in U - {zo} null-homotopic in U : 
Proof. In Bishop’s work this proof uses the fact that {f(z) - f(zO)}/(z - zo) is 
holomorphic. We use the same fact for a topos, but we have to prove it differently, 
using the special case of the Cauchy integral formula for a sphere, which comes 
from homotopy arguments. 
Theorem. If f is holomorphic, then f has derivatives of all order. 
Theorem. Let f be holomorphic on B (zo, 1). Then the series 
q fr”)(&) (2 - 20)” 
L’ 
n=O n! 
converges uniformly on each B(zo, r’) 
convergiqj to fi 
t’ < r, and is the unique such power series 
(Liouvillle theorem). Let f : C ---, C be domorph ic and 5 08’ sld tkat 
IfWl s then 2-3C ml) = f(o)* 
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2. Interpretation of continuous and hoiomorphic functions 
In this section we interpret the notion of continuous function and that of 
holomorphic function in a topos of sheaves on a topological space. We consider 
several Ieyels of correspondence: between the open sets of Cx, the sheaf of germs of 
continuous functions from X to C, and those of X X @, between continuous 
(holomorphic) functions on these corresponding open sets. Through these relations .
we will also analyse the definitions of continuity and holomorphy which seemed at 
first unnatural, but find their justification in the following work. 
We will sometimes make proofs in tlhe context of elementary open sets in order 
to have a simpler presentation helping the reader to see the idea of the proof. The 
reader could easily convilnce himself that, to get the proof in the general case, one 
only has technical detaiE$ to add. 
The complex number object C x in Sh(X) is given by: Q(V) = {f : V-, C 1 f 
continuous} with the usu 1~ operations. For all the section we suppose that the space 
X is locally compact. 
2.2. interpretation of open sets 
We can first remark that if U is an open set in @, we get Ux as an open set in 
Cx_ by: 
Ux( V) := {f : V+ U 1 f continuous}. 
As defined, Ux corresponds to the open set X x U of X. We now construct the 
bijection between the open sets of Cx in Sh(X) and the open sets of X X C: 
Open(Cx)+ Open(X X C) 
‘UH 0={(x,z)Iz E U,} 
(here when we write Ux we just mean the set of the values of the germs at the: 
Faint X). 
In the other direction: 
Open(G) c- Open(X x 62) 
0+-N 
ir(V)={f: V-N/f continuous and, for all x E V, (x, f(x)) E U}. 
Theorem. 
Open(&)s Open(X X C) 
and the bijectioti is through the functions just defined. 
li‘ i) If U is an open set in Cx, 0 is open ill X X C. Let (x, z) E 0. There exists 
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V E Open(X) and 2% U(V) such that z’(x) = z 
l=33E >0 B(z’,e)CU. 
Let W be an open set in V on which e is globally defined and K’ a neighbourhood 
of x relatively compact in W. We set 
d = $$ E(X), then (x,z)EK’x B(z,e’)cZ? 
ii) If U is open in X, I? is an open set of 4Zx. Let f E o(V). We Iook for E such 
that BCf, E) C o(V). For all x E V, let Ux )z: Vx be an elementary neighbourhood of 
(x, f(x)) in U, where VI is B(f(x), &) for a &. We choose Wx small enough for: 
x’E u, =3 If(x)- f(x’)l4& 
then we define E locally on each Ux by E = & and we get 
B(.M(U,!C~(UL)+ 
iii) 8 = U in X x Q=. If (x, z)E U there is an elementary neighbourhood Ux x V 
in U. Let c, be the constant function on Ux with value z. Then 
cz E 0(Q) ; (X,Z)E 0. 
If (x, r)E oY there is V neighbourhood of x and f E o(V) such that f(x) = z 
f E O(V) =3 vy (Y,f(Y))E u 
in particular (x, f(x) = z)E u. 
iv) fi = U in cCx. 
fEI?(V)aforailxEV, (x,f(x))E 0 = f E WG 
2.2. Interpretation of continuous functions 
We have a bijection between Cont Sh(X)(U,G) and Cont(%Q= {f: 0-C 1 f 
continuous} through the morphisms: 
4 : Contsh(x)( U, C,) --) Cont( ii, UZ) 
f+(f)=7 
f’(x, 2) = f&r)(x), w ere h Ux is chosen such that there exists E >O with 
U. X B(z, E) C 0 cf being a morphism of sheaves, we have that 7 is well defined). 
q? : Cont( 0, C)-+ ContshcxJ(U, CYC) 
f i-P q(f) = P 
where fv (h)(x) = f(x, h(x)) for all x E V, for a11 h E U(V). 
We prove that 9 and + are bijections inverse one to the other through the 
following steps: 
If f : U-=+ Q=x is continuous and g,g* E U(V) then 
l?(x) = g’(x) =+ fv W(x) = fv (g)W* 
With the previous property we get $ a 4 = 1. 
If f : U4 Cx is continuous o is jl 
If f : 0 4 C is continuous o is f 
Propositiozk. Let f : U + Q=x COMU4OUS and g, g’ E U(V) SUCh that g(XiJ = g’(Q) 
then fv (g)(xo) = fv (g’: (x0). 
prolof. Let y = g(xO) : : g’(xO) and W x B(y, 7) a neighbourhood of (xa, y) in 0 
where W C Urn Then zY E U(W). 
> ~I Y, 
f being continuouLc is in particular pointwise contin&&. So given E’ E W’ and 
setting E = ccl E Oag( W) 
!=36>0 Ih -Gl~~-+lf(wf(Cy)l <a 
8 is locally defined. Leg W’ be an open set where 6 is globally defined and x0 E W’. 
Let K’ be a relatively compact open set in W’, neighbourhood of x0 and let 
8’ = minxE&). Let W” CK’ be an open set containing x0 such that: 
x E W”=+ jg(x)-yI<min(S,q) and ig’(~)-yI<mk@b?) 
then 1 fwM(g Iw+fw*(L; Iw>/ < 8 1 ww and IfwB(g’ Iwwj- fwe(cy Iw+ < E IWM. In par- 
titular : 
/fw(g /w-)(X0)-fw& Iw")(Xo)I< E(G)= e' for ail E-0 
2x3 fww(g Iw+(&) = fW"(cy Iw+(xo)* 
As f is a morphism of sheaves we get fv (g)(xo) = fv (cy)(x& In the same way: 
fw W)ixob fv(~Y)(xo) 
so fdg)Cxo) = fdg')(xo)* 
Proposition. 
Jto4=t. 
Proof. Let f : U-, Cx continuous. Let h E U(V) and x E V 
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Propositim. Zf f : U -, CX is continuous, then f : if -+ C is continuous. 
Proof. It is evident that f is continuous in the first variable. Let (x, a)E 0 and 
E ~0. We look for 6 >O such that: 
a’EB(a,6)-+~f(x,a’)-f(x,a)lc&. 
Let Ux be an open set of X such that cd E U( Ux). Considering E’ = 
CR E G(vx) 36’>0 
Ih -c+S’-+If(h)-f(c,)j<d. 
Let V be an open set on which S is globally defined (x E V C Ux) and K’ a 
relatively compact open set of V containing x. 
Let 6 = min S’(y) > 0 then 
a’E q&Q =3 lf(w+-f(~dol= If~~(ca~)(x)-fu~(Ca)(x)l 
= ]fK’(Cn’IK’)(X)-fK’(Ca (K’)(X)I
< E’IK’(X) = & 
Remark. For this proof we just use that f is pointwise continuous. 
Proposition. Let f : 0 ---p C continuous, then f : 0 + Cx is continuous. 
-- 
Proof. Let a E U(V), r E OaxV), such that B(a, t) C C U, V E Open(lY). Let 
E > 0. For x0 E V there exists a neighbourhood V. of .ro and a section q 6, R&( Vo) 
suchthatB(a,r+q)lv’CU/v,, . Let K& be a relatively compact neighbourhood of 
x0 such that for all y E E,: 
s@(y), r(y))CB(a(%), r(&)+4+0)) = B. B is compact: 
If E’ = min,,Ki E(X), for each (x0, z) with z E B there exists Vz xB(r, & ), neigh- 
bourhood of (x0, z) such that: 
(y,z’)E VpB(z;&) + If(y,t')-f(xo,z)j< fd. 
B is c npact so 
g; vk K;,y vzl n . . . n V’,, let 8’ be a Lebesgue constant for tha.t open covering 
,nf -3. Thc,n i’or x: E V’ and z, z’ such that I z - z ’ I< fi’, there exists 11 B (Zi, S,J which 
: tains both z and z’. So 1 f(x, z)- f(x, z’)l< 6’. We set 6 = csP E W;(V). Then, 
far all C: V’ and all h, It% B(a,r)( 
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+z -h’f<S * for aiI x E W pz(x)-hh’(x)~ <S’ 
+ If(x,h(x))-f(x,h’(x))l<E’d&(X). 
So &v(h)--jw(h’)l<E. 
2.3. Some properties of continuous functions in topoi of sheaves 
hfinition. In an elementary topos with natural number object, f : 3 + Cc where U 
is open in 6 is said to be pointwise continuous iff: 
WXEU vE>o 36>0 VY(IY -xl<s-,lf(Y)-f(x)l<E). 
Theoremc In the topos Sk(X) where X is locally compact, any pointwise continuous 
f84nction f : U + C is cow inuous (i.e. pointwise continuity equals uniform continuity 
on every closed sphere). 
Proof. The proof is con!.ained in the proof of tte last seciion: We have shown that if 
f is pointwise continuous, 7 is continuous and p = fi As f is continuous, so is f. 
This theorem gives us the fact that the notion of continuity is the same as the 
classical notion in all topoi Sh(X), where X is locally compact, which are the topoi 
appearing in analysis. 
2.4. Interpretation of hoiomorphic functions 
We will now show that there is a bijection: 
HoIS,,& C, C,) = H2( ii, C) 
where H@,C)={f: o+CIf is continuous, f is holomorphic in the second 
variable). To simplify the proof we will do it in the case where 0 is X x V, for V 
open in 6. The reader will convince himself easily that he can get the general 
proofs, just adding a few more technical details. 
Proposition. Let f : Ux -+ Cx holomorphic, then f : X x U -+ d= is holomorphic in the 
second variable. 
Proof. Let x0 E X, E > 0. We look for S such that 
I r--toJ=m+If( x0, 2) - ~(XO, 20) - T’(Xo, Zo)(Z - &)I < E 12 - &I(. 
Let El= c, ES llUl:(X). We have c,E Ux (X). Then 
3S'>O (lh -czul-,lf(h)-f(~**)-f’(c,,)(h -c,)l <~‘lh -cd 
Let V be an open set of where 6 is globally defined and ’ a relatively compact 
open set of V containing x0. 
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Montel’s theorem in complex analysis states that a family of holomorphic functions 
defined on an open set U of C and uniformly bounded on each compact of Cr is 
uniformly equiderivable on each compact of U. This fact is used in the following 
proposition. 
Proposition. Let f : X X U +@ confinuous, ho!ornwphic in the second variable. 
Then f : Ux -+ Cx is holomorphic. 
Proof. The derivative f’ of f is given by 3flaz. Let H(a, r) C C U and F E rW&. We 
will define 8 locally on each relatively compact ope:l set of X. Let K’ be such an 
open set. Then K = IJ,,p~(u(x), r(x)) is compact in C. The family of 
(f(x, -)/K}rEK. is uniformly bounded by max,,ti..ZEK {f(x, z)/. This family is then 
uniformly equiderivable on K. If F ’ = minrEK.F(X). there exists 6’ > 0 such that for 
all x E K’, 
We set F = 6. on K’. 
Then, for all W C K’ and for all h, h’ E B(a, r)(W) 
jh - h’(< S + ids.-am,-~(h’)(x)(h(x)- h’(x))/ 
= lb.(x,~l(x))-f(x,h’(x))-~(x,h’(x))(h(x)-h’(x))! 
-c E’pz(X)- h’(x)( s e(x)Jh(x)- h’(x)/. 
Let us consider the case where X is an open set of C”-‘. We know that 
Hols,,,,,(U, 6,) interprets as 71% (0, C) where 3”,*( 0, Cj = {f : 0 -+ C 1 f continuous, 
f holomc * in z,,}. The question we are now considering is the following: is there 
a way to _ sent in the topo:s the holomorphic functions from 0 to Q:? For this 
purpose we come back to the theorem: 
Contsrl(.Vj(U, C,)z Cont(ij, cj. 
f?F 
Looking at f we see that the continuity of f - in the first variable comes from the fact 
that we are considering continuous sections and the continuity in the second 
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variable from the co:;tinuity of fi Considering that global holomorphy is the same as 
holomorphy in each variable, we could imitate this procedure for holomorphy using 
in the topos the subobject of UZx given by: 
H(V) = (f : V 4 C 1 f holomorphic}. 
Given U an open set of Q= x, we write & for H f7 U. We can now show that the 
subobject of Ho1 Sh(XI( U, C,) given by the functions f such that f(&) C H, which we 
denote by Ho1 shrx,(HU, H) is in bijection with H(o, @), the set of holomorphic 
functions from 0 to Q=. As we change the object UZx for H, we must see what is 
complex analysis on HY and, supposing this is analogous to that on d=, for what 
reasons? This is the pbtirpose of the next section. 
Theorem. There is a b+ction Ho1 shcx,(Hu, H) = H( 0, Cc) where X is an open set 
of C”_‘. 
Proof. If f : D-C is holomorphic, then for all V E Open(X), for all h : V-, U 
holomorphic f(h) : ‘V + C, f(h)(x) = f(x, h(x)) is holomorphic. 
Conversely, let f : hU -+ H be holomorphic. To prove f holomorphic it is enough 
to prove that f is holomorphic in the first (n - 1) variables, for we already know 
that f is holomorphic Let (x, z,) E 0; there exists Ux neighbourhood of x, 
such that G, E H&J,). There f(x, z,) = fux (czJ (x) but fv, (G,) E H( Ux). So 
f( -, z,) is locally holonrorphic in x for all z. This is enough to show that f is 
holomorphic in 0. As in the case of continuous functions we have proved the 
following theorem: 
Theorem. In a topos Sh(X) where X is locally compact, f : U -+ Cx is hoiomorphic i’ 
f is pointwise differentiable on U (where f : U --j Cx is pointwise differentiable with 
derivative g iff : 
l=VzEU 918 >o 38>0 
Vz’(lr-z’)<g-,If(z’)-f(z)-g(z)(r’-Z)l<EjZ-2’1). 
2.5. Objects for complex analysis 
Here we try to list properties that a subobject A of Q: should have to be a suitable 
object for complex analysis in the topos: we would then take the trace of the open 
sets of d= on A and restrain variables to A. For that purpose we remind ourselves 
the complex analysis developed in Section 1 and we see that A must verify the 
following properties: 
1) A is a subfield of Q= for the two definitions of field: 
5=lz E Wnit(A)+t =0 
- l - . / I I\ 
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2) A is Cauchy-complete. 
3) A is dense in 43 in the following sense: A 3 Q x Q. (Remark : f is continuous 
on @ ifi f is continuous on QX Q iff f is continuous on A. Same thing for f 
holomorphic.) 
4) If f : U n A --) A is holomorphic, the power series in a neighbourhood of 
t E U f7 A has coefficients in A and conversely. 
5) We must restrain ou:selves to paths y such thal: if f : U n A _-+ A is 
holomorphic and y C C U then I,f dz E A. Choice of paths for complex analysis 
in A: 
.J 
Ify:[a,~]~Q=,wec~nreplaceyby~:[0,1]~Q=,wherej:(t)=y(a-tt(L-a)). 
In our context it will be enough to consider paths with the property: 
where Rc is the Cauchy Real object. In fact 
where c, = i/n 
so the limit JYfdZ E A. We can easily verify that the subobject H of @ defined in 
the last section has all these properties. 
Remark. Property 4) is a consequence of properties I j3) under restriction 5). 
3. Analysis with parameters and analysis in topoi 
In this section we want to make the connection between the two preceding 
chapters, showing how certain complex analysis theorems in the topos could be 
interpreted and conversely how we could look for a topos formulation for some 
classical theorems. Considering a holomorphic function f : X x U -+C and its 
corresponding function p : Hv + H in Sh(Xj we see that the variable in U is the 
only one we can speak of in Sh(X). This fact suggests we consider the varia!bIes in X 
as parameters. We compare two contexts: the context of the language in the topos 
which obeys an intuitionistic logic and the context of a language with parameters. 
Here we Fnecially study the Weierstrass division theorem which is a typical 
theorem parameters and a fundamental theorem in analysis. We 1001; here for 
a theorem in a topos that could be interpreted as that theorem. 
We saw that we could interpret functions in Sh(X) ils functions of several 
variables or as functions depending ‘Ipon parame ers. The easiest way to interpret a 
path in & is to think of it as a path depending upon parameters. Then if 7 is a path 
in Ux and f : Ux --3p Cx is hotomorphic 
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’ j+ \ i(z)dz)(x) = j- f(x, z)dz. zEy ZCY, 
As an immediate consequence we see that the existence of the integral interprets as 
the following theorem. 
Thmpm. Lerf,:U + C, depending continuously (holomorphically ) upon parame- 
ters in X, and let yk be a piecewise differentiable path in U depending continuously 
(holomorphically ) upon x E X. Then SE EYx fx (z ) dz depends continuously 
(holomorphically ) upon x E X. 
3.2. Weierstrass division theorem in the topos 
We first recall the classi :a1 Weierstrass division theorem for which we will try to 
find a formulation in the ,opos. 
Theorem. Let f : U -+ C 3e holomorphic, U neighbourhood of 0 in C”. If f is regular 
of order p ir- z, at 0 
i.e. $(O)#tj and $O)=O, fori<p) 
n t1 
then, if g : U - C is holomsvrphic, there exists W C U neighbourhood of 0 in C, there 
is a unique h : W --3 @ holornorphic and a unique polynomial P in z,, of degree less 
shnn p with coefficients holomorphic in (z, . l l z,-,)E il-,,(W)such thatg = fh + P. 
In this theorem zl,. . . z,,. 1 are parameters. We look in the topos for a one variable 
theorem that will interpret in Sh(U) where U is an open set in Q=“-‘. 
f : U-, C gives p: Hv, -43 holomorphic in the topos. The next problem is to 
formulate the hypothesis on f. We see that j(p)(O) = (#‘f/azi:)( - ,0): X + @; but 
(#‘~/~t~)(O)# 0. So in a neighbourhood of 0 in @“-I, we have (Vf/azf:)(x,O)# 0. 
Vie can suppose that X is that neighbourhood and we have there: J”‘)(O) # 0. There 
is a problem with the rest of the hypothesis: d if/azA (0) = 0, for this is not a local 
property: so there is no formula in the topos language to express this hypothesis. 
We see that if we want a theorem in a topos that could reflect some of the 
Weierstrass division theorem, as we have a weaker hypothesis, that theorem in the 
topos must have a weaker conclusion. From what we know about the language and 
its interpretation it seems reasonable to prove the following theorem whose 
formulation was first given by Michael Fourman. 
Theorem (Weierstrass division theorem in the topos). Let f : U + C holomorphic, U 
neighbourhood of 0 be such that f(P’(O) # 0. Then Vg : U -+ 6 holomorphic ; either 
3 < p f’i)(OJ # 0 or 3 W C U neighbourhood of 0 
3’ h : W -3 C holomorphic . 
31 P polynoxial of dt gree less than p s’uch that g = fh + P. 
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It is easily seen that, restricted to H and interpreted on an open set of 42”. ‘, this 
theorem gives the classical Weierstrass division theorem. 
Proof of the theorem in the topos. 
- Let A(z) = x:,,,, a,,.~ “. We define a(A)(t)= ~~~~~,~~,,z” and q(A)(z)= 
z&“,, n,z n-p. 
Then A(z)= a(A)(z)+ rP9(A)(z). 
- q(f)(O) = (l/p !)f’“‘(O) # 0. 
Then 3U,CU neighbourhood of 0 such that Vz E U, /9Cf)(t)l> 
el9Cf)(O)l. 
- To look for h such that g - hf is a polynomial of degree d p - 1 is the same 
as to look for h such that q(g) = q(hf). As 9(f) is invertible on U,, we will 
rather look for k = hq(f). We have: hf = ha (f; -I- t %9(f) so 
9(g) = qw 9(g) = 9IMfH + h9Cf) 
= -q(Zk)+ k, where I = - a(f1/9(f). 
- We define the following linear operation on power series: 
m(A)=q(lA). 
We set G = 9(g), then we look for k such that k = G + m(k). When iterating 
we get: k = G + m(G)+ ..=m”(G)+ mYr’(k) Wq. This suggests we 
define k = G + m(G)+nz’(G)+ 9s.. The problem is to show that this series 
converges. 
- LetI=~,,,,,b,r”inB(O,p)CU,andv=C,,,,jb,jp” wehavef=v #Ov w< 
p”/Zp. In the first case: 
+3iSN b, #O. 
If f = Cnao a,,%” and 9(f)-’ = %,) d,,z n, as I = a (f)q(f)-‘, we have 1, = 
,;zF-Li) 
a”di -n SO 
l5i # O-+ 3j < min(p - 1, i) aid, .v, # 0 
---+<p n, #0-+3j<:p f”‘(0) # 0. 
We now continue the proof in the second case: In S(0, p) we set G(z) = 
c n. ,I act CYJ 
Let t_~ = Cinzr,/~,, lp”, then G has G’= p/(1 - r/p) as a majorant series, 
and I has I’ = v/(1 - r/p). 
- We set m’(A) = q(l’A). If A has majorant A’. then m(A) has majorant 
m ‘(A ‘). To show that k converges it is enough to show that k’ = 
G’+ m’(G’)+ ‘.+ converges. For that purpose we build a series q(z) 
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majorant of l/(1 - z) with the property that: m ‘(v(z)) = 2P+‘u(p 2). Let 
&)=&A&‘; we define 
i 
Ci = 2’ for i 4: p 
. cp = 2P -t 1 
Cri+p.tl = 2p+‘(c”+I -C”) for nEIBI; 
as cn+P+J = 2p+‘(n - ~/63,,ipci), we see immediately that 
??I ‘(Q (2)) = 2P+’ VQ (Z). 
We now check that q(z) is a majorant of l/(1 - z), i.e. Vi c+l. But 
cn 2 1, so i$ is enough to show that Vn CR < G*+l 
- it is true f& i 5 p. 
- We supp else that it is true Vn’s n + p. Then c”+~+~ - c”+~ = 
2p+‘(c,+, - c ,) > 0. We now look for an open set on which Q converges. For 
that we SE ow by induction that Vn cn S 2”+l 
- it is true Vn 6 p 
- if it is t;;ue Vm 6 n + p then c~+~+~ = Zp”(c, - c,,_~) <2p+1cn s 2p+12”+1 = 
2 n+p+2 so q converges in B (O,$) and 9 (z /p) converges in B(0, p/2). 
- Then’G hasmajorant GI=pv(z/P)andk:=G:+m’(G{)+ l 9 l is a major- 
ant of k. k: has majorant: 
+(;)+ vQ(;)2j!+ .. . v~Q(;)yg + . ..). 
So k converges in W = B(O,p/2). 
- Unicity: Let h and h’ be two solutions and k’= h’q(f); we must have 
m(k -k’)= k - k’. We can suppose that h’ is defined on W’= S(O,p’) 
P ‘s p. So the problem is to show that if m(A) = A then A = 0. In fact 
A =m(A)=m’(A)= e-9. If A has majorant K/( 1 - z/p’) which itself has 
majorant KQ(Z /p’) then ms (A) has majorant KV”Q(Z /p’)2f@+1)lPtP. But v # 
0 Q w < 2p+‘//P-. 
- If u # 0 we conclude that 3 C p such that f(‘)(O) # 0. 
- If 1v <2p+1/prp then 1 m”(A)I-)O, so A = 0. 
The unicity of P = g - hf comes from that of It. 
As a consequence of the theorem we have the theorem of approximation of zeros 
which interprets exactly as the implicit function theorem. 
Theorem. Let f : U --, C be holomorphic, then 
f=f’(O) # O+f(O) # 0 v 3s >o 3!Y(lY I<6 MY)=O)* 
In conclusion we can say that validity in topoi gives continuity in parameters or 
holomorphy in parameters depending on which object we interpret. The statement 
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of the Weierstrass division theorem in the topos interprets as a formula in a 
language with parameters. In such a language we have to deal again with the 
difficulty that we can just partially express the fact that d function is regular of order 
p in zn at a point. In proving the division theorem in one variable in the topos we 
used with some modifications the proof of the theorem for power series from [S]. 
Comparing the proof in the topos with the proof with parameters [5] we see that the 
difficulties are the same, and since any proof in the topos interprets as a proof with 
parameters, the proof in the topos is at least as complex as the classical one. 
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